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This audio CD follows our Goldilocks and the Three Bears Keepsake storybook word for word in

both English and Spanish so children can read along with each page on their own. Audio CD and

storybook are sold separately.

Age Range: 3 - 8 years

Series: Keepsake Stories

Audio CD: 1 pages

Publisher: Brighter Child; Bilingual edition (February 2, 2006)

Language: Spanish, English

ISBN-10: 076964807X

ISBN-13: 978-0769648071

Product Dimensions:  4.9 x 0.4 x 5.5 inches

Shipping Weight: 3.2 ounces

Average Customer Review:     4.3 out of 5 stars       87 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #1,509,625 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #77 inÂ Books > Books on CD >

Languages > Spanish   #8200 inÂ Books > Deals in Books   #11624 inÂ Books > Children's Books

> Fairy Tales, Folk Tales & Myths

The Three Bears are in for quite a surprise when they return home and realize that a curious blonde

girl has made herself at home in their cottage!Beautifully illustrated, this classic tale will capture

children's interest and spark their imagination page after page, encouraging a love of reading that is

vital to success in school and life. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

Candice Ransom is the author of 70 books for children and young adults. More than 45 of her books

have been translated into 11 languages. Her books have been chosen as Pick of the List, ALA

Notable for Reluctant Readers, and a Book of the Month Club selection. She has given many

keynote addresses to reading councils and lives in Virginia.

When I purchased this book, I was hoping for a book with colorful illustrations that still followed the

classic "Goldilocks" story. Fortunately, I got both. We have another version where the artwork was

sketched in black and white, and even though the story was perfect, my daughter wasn't the least



bit interested in any of the pictures.This book however, has colorful artwork on each page which

could basically tell the story itself. We've enjoyed reading it over and over, and I've now passed it

down to my younger nephew since my daughter has outgrown the story. To this day though, she

still remembers this book and the other classics in the set.The only reason I didn't give five stars is

because the book is a bit flimsy, and the pages are pretty thin. It will get ripped easily by children if

you are not careful. Other than that, it's a good bedtime or anytime read for children.

I was looking for a good basic version of several familiar traditional tales for my son, nearly 3. I've

been very pleased with this whole series. The tales, Goldilocks included, are the basically the

traditional versions, in language accessible to today's audience. Some of the harsher realities of the

fairy tales are softened. But what pleases me most of all is that the repetitive classic lines we all

remember from childhood are present! Little ones can commit those refrains to memory (and use

them to repeat the story themselves!). It is also pleasing to me that the text, while simple, is not

bland. In fact there is enough emotion and intrigue to capture the interest of the littlest listeners

while not overwhelming them. And there are plenty of more difficult vocabulary words to challenge

little ears. The illustrations in The Three Little Pigs are my favorite, but the others in the series are

nice, too. Overall, a wonderful introduction of traditional tales to the younger listeners! Thank you!

This may be my favorite childrens book ever! My daughter absolutely loves it.It is beautifully written

and illustrated. The story is sweet and simple and easy to read. This is a book that is short enough

to read to a child under 1 but it will grow with a child and be a good book to discuss with a child

about their hopes and dreams.

I wanted t introduce my 3 year old grandson to old-fahsioned fairy tales and this book helped do it.

There's nothing really scary about it, so it's very appropriate for a younger child. My grandson loved

this story.

nice addition to classics

My son loves this story. Well done.

This series of classic children's books has nice illustrations. I have a more modern very of the Three

Bears, but the illustrations fail to have the right number of bowls, or chairs, or beds, as the case may



be, on the page I'm reading to my granddaughter. That's confusing to toddlers who are learning to

count. This book has toddler friendly illustrations so is much better for our purposes. I bought this to

go with a felt story board. My granddaughter and I love it.

It's the classic story you grew up with. What is there not to like??? This is my daughters favorite

book so we bought this and had it shipped to Grandma's house while my wife was up there with the

kids. It was easier to get it shipped via  than it was for us to have to worry about packing it (the other

copy that we have is in a very large story book - but my daughter only likes to read this one story).

With the way that the airlines charge for luggage these days every pound counts, so rather than

waste a pound or so with the big book we just had this shipped up there. It was simple and waiting

for them when they got there.
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